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“Èun mare di vigneti,” — “it’s a sea of vineyards,” describes Maurizio Martino of
NizzaTurismo when I ask him to sum up Nizza Monferrato in a few words.

You’ll see this for yourself if you take the postcard-worthy drive along Monferrato’s
winding roads and hilltop towns. 

Nestled in the province of Asti in Italy’s northern Piedmont region, the area in
and around the township of Nizza Monferrato is the perfect representation of the Italy
we all fantasize about — one that is fading in larger, metropolitan areas, but that has
thankfully been preserved and nurtured here. Mixing foodie draws with stunning 
surrounds covered in hues of red, orange, yellow and green; this is a genuine gourmet
capital, with autumn undoubtedly being its shining season.

After speaking with Maurizio for tips on what to see and do at the tourist office
(Foro Boario, Piazza Giuseppe Garibaldi, 1), I head to Palazzo Crova. A Neoclassical
style palazzo built for the Baron Luigi Crova di Vaglio in 1769, Palazzo Crova is now
a public cultural centre that plays host to the regional enoteca, an enogastronomy
museum and cavern-like restaurant La Vineria Della Signora in Rosso that serves up
traditional peasant dishes typical of Monferrato’s past. 

The enogastronomy museum (aptly named the Palazzo Del Gusto/Taste) tells the
story of Monferrato’s most notable historic personalities. There are former ‘man of the
house’ Baron Crova’s diaries in which he and his wife meticulously recorded meals and
recipes recounting the aristocratic cuisine of their time. The legacy of Carlo Gancia is
also recalled, with an outline of how he first studied champagne production in Reims,
later returning to the hills of Piedmont to simplify the process and technique using
muscat grapes. Today, his namesake Fratelli Gancia is one of Italy’s most notable
spumante producers and is managed by fifth generation descendants. Then we have
Francesco Cirio, who we all have to thank for our pasta al pomodoro fresco and the
Moriondo dynasty that brought us the crushed almond amaretti cookies that highlight
our coffee breaks and wedding shower cookie tables. 

But the true stars of Monferrato are the meals themselves, simple and easy to
make, but often requiring lengthy cooking times. The majority of the local dishes are
ideal for autumn and winter due to their warmth and heartiness. With no shortness
when it comes to variety, the locals have actually lost count over how many different
appetizers the area lays claim to. Starter highlights include vitello tonnato (veal with
tuna sauce), crostini with cream of lentils, pasta with truffle shavings and anchovies
prepared in just about every imaginable way: with oil, with lemon, with tomato, etc.
Then we have the infamous 

cardo gobbo (cardoon) crop, which has been recognized by the international
Slow Food organization. Cultivated in a special process unique to the area, the 
cardoon is planted in May and later bent over and buried in September under the soil.
Because of this method, the cardoon swells and curves as it tries to find sunlight, thus
acquiring its special ‘hunchback’ shape and turning out white, tender and tastier by
the time it is harvested and ready to eat. The most popular regional recipe for the
cardo gobbo is the bagna cauda — a dish that even has its own official confraternity,
charged with protecting its good name. Essentially a hot sauce prepared in a terracot-
ta pot, it combines garlic, olive oil, butter and anchovies. The act of eating this dish is
also a verified ritual with rules on etiquette to boot!

For my fellow carnivores, there’s my personal favourite: the Fassona — a real
premium in the world of beef that can be eaten raw as tartare or cooked.
Piedmontese cattle (which are distinguished for their grey-white exterior) possess
an inactive Myostatin gene which causes them to have a higher lean to fat ratio,
which makes Fassona a low-fat beef that is lower in calories, higher in protein and

contains a higher percentage of Omega 3 Fatty Acids — delicious and nutritious. 
Last, but not least is what we wash all of this down with: the Barbera D’Asti, a

full bodied red wine that goes well with just about anything you order. Look for the
‘Nizza’ stamp on your Barbera as it indicates whether the wine was produced in one
of the 18 towns and villages that border on Nizza Monferrato. These places are 
recognized for their excellence in grape production, where producers abide by the
following stipulations: vineyards must be on a hill and facing south, south east or
south west in order to gain maximum exposure from the sun; the pruning of the
grapes must be done using the Guyot caning method; the weight of the grapes from
each hectare must not exceed seven tons and the wine must be aged for a period no
shorter than 18 months.
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Cardo gobbo (cardoon)

the cardoon is planted in May and later bent
over and buried in September under the soil.
Because of this method, the cardoon swells
and curves as it tries to find sunlight, thus
acquiring its special ‘hunchback’ shape and
turning out white, tender and tastier by the
time it is harvested and ready to eat.

What to see in and around Nizza Monferrato

From endless vineyards to breathtaking views, head to the
Piedmontese countryside for a fall feast you’ll never forget

Palazzo Crova
Via Crova, 2
www.palazzodelgusto.it

Regional enoteca, enogastronomy museum and restaurant•

Berta Distilleries
Via Guasti, 34-36, Mombaruzzo
www.distillerieberta.it

Producers of strong, soft-hearted grappa, the Berta family  •
also  invite you to visit their museum and surrounding nature park

Museo Bersano
Piazza Dante Alighieri
www.bersano.it

Museum dedicated to the history of winemaking•

Chiesa ‘Madonna del Bricco’
More ancient than Nizza Monferrato, this little hilltop church •
is surrounded by vineyards
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